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Not really your Momma's Diet Book! To begin with, I highly recommend this book! It is definitely now at
the top of my needed reading list for my nourishment clients as an easy to understand, comprehensive,
educational way to obtain information.Max's writing design is personable and relevant, with a good sprinkling
of contemporary cultural references just for fun. Technical and complicated Too complicated and technical.
Max and Dr. You will leave out of this book with practical, usable information to instantly apply to your diet,
and a solid desire to talk about it with everyone essential in your daily life.It is a great read for both
person who has very little knowledge of food and the body, AND for the well educated nutritional
professional. Use your brain, and see when you can catch them all. If you think you're already “healthy” as
I did, you want this reserve.FAQ's by the end of some sections immediately address real life questions that
come up after concepts are presented. It brings it back after a challenging idea is definitely
shared.Doctor's Notes- the publication was coauthored by an operating MD who provides the medical
perspective in applicable snippets. A must read for everyone! There continues to be no such thing as a one
size matches all meals model and I value that was addressed. #GeniusFoods BUY THIS BOOK! This book is
a lifesaver!. (The pop tradition references abound! I’m not a doctor. What I am is certainly a daughter
who lost her dad to Alzheimer’s when he was only 60 years old. He’ll under no circumstances walk me down
the aisle, sing me Happy Birthday in the voice of the cowardly lion or pat my mind and contact me his

“genius” once again.. He writes from the perspective of a son who’s mom is sick. I would say that you have
nothing to loose and everything to gain by picking right up a copy of Genius Foods. I don’t desire to dig in
and discover who is funding what. Never comprehended what I was carrying out wrong. Thankfully Max is
doing it all for me. All for us.This book provides a path for me personally to feel clear headed, energized and
live an extended life remembering things such as where my dad took me for a surprise in second grade. I
desperately wish to locate a book that I could pass on to Father who offers Parkinson's disease that may
give him some wish. I’m excited to gift it to everyone I understand. Instructions for optimal maintenance
of the modern human This book is my new go-to resource to that i may make reference to people when
they ask, “What do you do?” A lot of people struggle with their excess weight, and because We am
relatively suit and lean, they ask me personally what I really do.com”), however now, I intend to
recommend reading Genius Foods. I have a Word document I put together with a list of people and
reference materials with internet links (including “breadheadthemovie. This reserve has everything! What I
have already been studying and incorporating in my life is everything I've found that is protective of my
brain. I am interested in maintaining or actually improving my cognitive skills along with my good health. I
am also wanting to optimize longevity – or more importantly – health span. Of course, what is good for the
brain is good for your body, and this reserve has everything one demands – like the instruction manual for
maintenance of the present day human. Everything I have discovered by reading over twelve books and
countless websites and research content and by hearing thousands of hours of podcasts offers been
distilled into this easy-to-read, incredibly educational, and surprisingly entertaining reserve. I’m not a
scientist.Some of the best highlights include:Field Notes by the end of each chapter break down weighty
principles into bite-sized tweetable/quotable/memorable nuggets. In the end, “Winter is coming…”) Yes, I
think you will love reading it even if you are not a health nerd who regularly indulges on this kind of
information (like me). I am extremely impressed with the breadth of the reserve’s content.Among my
favorite things about Max's work, which is strongly represented in this publication, is his unique ability to
take current scientific study, process it, assimilate it all, and then give it to us in a really comprehensive
way, without "dumbing it down". Grewal are busting many long-held but health-harming myths and giving you

the powerful info and practical guidelines and tools you need to save your valuable brain – and the rest of
the body - from the ravages of the contemporary toxic environment. With that consciousness though, I
truly believe that through the use of the ideas covered in this book, almost anyone will see improvements
within their overall health. Coming from a family which has struggled with neurological disease, I went in to



reading Genius Foods with an open up mind.This book makes me feel like my father’s genius. Read a few of
the cited research, do a few of your own study, take nothing on faith. As Nike says “Just Do It”! I
learned a whole lot that I am implementing in my family and will be moving on the info not only to Mom and
dad but to my friends as well.We don’t want to invest hours pouring over analysis I actually don’t
understand trying to decide what's real and what exactly are lies. In case you are skeptical .Bioindividuality-
the authors are careful to recognize that for every pattern there are outliers that don't fit, whether for
genetic or environmental factors. A great book to instruct you what foods to consume.. Why I love this
book so very much is basically because Max doesn’t want another single human being on the planet to ignore
who they are, what they like and who they like.and what never to eat, for the human brain and body.
Pouring oil on our food will hardly make us well. So much still left to be desired. I expected many more
Entire Foods to be recommended and discussed. So many mentions of adding liberal amounts of olive oil also
to a smaller extent coconut oil. I wish I possibly could say I came across more valuable information but
sadly that's not the case. Recommend reading it if you want to improve your brain function and general
health. Must read This book absolutely changed my life! This publication is super informative yet readable. I
browse it cover to cover and intend to reference back to it later on. This work contains obvious, concise,
relevant and well sourced dietary concepts that challenge not just the position quo and the (not well

researched) federal government dietary requirements, but also highlights new information that could
change some recommendations made by nutritionists and additional medical researchers. Not enough recipes.
Readable and full of solid information. Max will be the first ever to say that's okay. First off, It’s a fun go
through and easy to comprehend. The data inside this unassuming publication is VITAL if you want to be
healthful and who doesn't. It’s a (research-supported) gem amongst an endless stream of information and
misinformation that is the food, wellness, and nutrition world. There’s no gimmick, and the just agenda
present inside can be a desire find people healthier.The genius foods highlighted throughout the book list
specific superfoods that quite literally feed the human brain. I always HATED how contradictory all the
details would be and none of the suggestions ever helped me maintain anything healthy, and actually I think
I usually felt a whole lot worse off in the end when I would gain all the weight back. You will thank
yourself daily, and it will pay dividends for you and your family as time passes. If you read it, share it with
your community- as I'm attempting to do here. Just a little about me: Many may possibly consider me
“healthy,” and some might consider me a “health-nut”- it’s all relative. After reading Max and Dr. Paul’s
reserve, I recognized there where more than a few things that I possibly could improve. For me, these
where mainly micro changes, primarily associated with fats. Two thumbs up Max has a way to take the
complicated and help to make it understandable to the average person that didn’t attend medical school.
Life changing book, simple to read and follow Quick and dirty auto-bio story: Life long morbidly obese, sugar-
addicted, diabetes type 2 a few years ago. After all it. I have other things I promised my father I'd do.
The publication is chalk FULL of science, study and talking points from the experts in the field. If you're
about to start your wellness trip or somewhere among, you want this book. Last few years with sugar-
addiction I've had a continuous brain-fog, intense sleep problems, and miss a whole lot of work as a result.
This has become one of the top two books I would recommend to friends and family to improve their life
and health. Tried reading content articles and books and whatever I could find for help over the years,
speaking with doctor and nutritionist many times, etc. BUT, at the same time somehow, incredibly, manages
to be Readable. I've by no means read a nonfiction book therefore fast. I've managed to lose tons of
weight for brief stints, but was often "skinny-fat" and would gain it all back shortly. I possibly could go

through a chapter a night time even with brain fog. Changed my life I know that sounds hyperbolic, but it
is true. I've changed my diet radically since scanning this reserve and I sleep much better than I've in 5
years. That had not been the 1st result I expected nonetheless it was welcome.. I could almost assurance
that everyone will see at least a few fresh ideas they can apply to their life at this time which will make a



positive difference VERY quickly!. There is a lot of great knowledge in this book. We’m not in the fitness
world. good. It’s hard to give this reserve the kudos it deserves- As that is my first review, I'll try my
most effective without sounding as an infomercial. Just a little skepticism is healthy. At this point wish is
what he needs and I really believe that Max's publication will probably be a fantastic gift for him. Okay, so
done with the backdrop, here's my stage: this book may be the BEST I've ever encountered.
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